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My Very First Book Of Food
An accessible, informative first reference book that helps young children learn about trees, plants and funghi - what each
of these things is, how to tell them apart, what each needs to survive and thrive, and their life cycles, including
information about how they reproduce.
What exactly can your body do? A beloved bestseller that helps children understand anatomy, from their eyes to their
toes, is back! Now refreshed with new art from Ed Miller. What is under your skin? Why do you have bones? What do
your muscles do? Where does the food that you eat go? Me and My Amazing Body can show you! From your head to
your toes and everything in between, this playful introduction to anatomy explains all the important parts of your body.
Easy to read and easy to understand, Me and My Amazing Body helps children appreciate everything their bodies can
do.
What do you get if you blow warm air down a rabbit hole? Hot cross bunnies! What do you call a gorilla with two bananas
in his ears? Anything you like, because he can't hear you! If you love telling jokes to your friends and family, here are
sixty jokes just for you. They are easy to read and easy to remember, with really funny pictures to get you giggling!
Find out what's inside your body and how it all works in this fascinating book full of bright pictures and amazing facts that
grown-ups and children can share and talk about together. What's blood for? Where does food go after we eat it? Why
do people need to sleep? This informative and light-hearted picture book answers these questions and many more.
This fantastic book is filled with real works of art and lots of ideas to help you creat artwork of your own. Follow simple
step-by-step instructions and start drawing, painting, printing and making models.
CARLE/VERY FIRST BK ANIMAL HOMES
This illustrated first Bible story book for children is a wonderful collection of 25 favourite Bible stories re-told for a young
audience. Accounts from the Old Testament and parables from the New Testament are covered in a clear and accessible
way. From Creation to Noah's Ark, each story is shown visually through detailed and fun illustrations. The Nativity story
and the Easter story are written simply and are perfect to read aloud or alone. Throughout the book there are lots of
opportunities to keep children involved with questions and activities, as well as scripture references for older children to
follow up. A wonderful first biblical book for children and families to treasure, making it the perfect christening gift for
children everywhere.
This brightly coloured information book is a fun way for children to learn about themselves and the world around them.
Learn about human diversity (skin colour, hair colour, eyes, tastes etc), about different emotions a person can feel, about
daily routines, about different types of families and loved ones and about their body. This hard cover edition with index
and contents list is ideal for schools and librariest; also available as a paperback with stickers. Internet links lead readers
to age-appropriate websites with games and activities.
“Clever fun.” —Booklist “[A] delightful geometric tale…that kids will surely love.” —School Library Journal From award-winning author Anne
Miranda comes a rollicking rhyming story about an unruly gang of sixteen geometric shapes who get tangled in the neighborhood jungle gym
until their friend comes to their rescue and order is restored. Perfect for fans of Chicka Chicka Boom Boom! One day a little circle, just as
happy as could be, got caught inside a jungle gym, and couldn’t wiggle free. When the neighborhood shapes go climbing on the park jungle
gym the last thing they expect is a tangle. First the circle, next the triangle and then the square. One by one soon all sixteen shapes are
trapped. They push and pull and tumble and cry for help. Who will save them? One special shape can set the others free. Can you guess
which one it is? This charming story makes learning the names of sixteen shapes as easy as a day in the park.
This brightly illustrated non-fiction book for very young children is packed with dinosaurs to look at and talk about. Little children can find out
about different species of dinosaur, how big they were, what they ate, how they lived and died. Illustrations:Full colour throughout
Library Friendly Edition of original- This is non-fiction for very young children, who will find lots of things to look at and talk about in this highly
visual book about space - what it is, where it is, and what's out there. Little ones can find out about planets, stars, asteroids, space travel and
lots more - whilst learning lots of interesting new words.
Split pages allow readers to match up animals with the words describing their methods of movement. On board pages.
This engaging picture introduces little children to the wonders of science. Simple, friendly illustrations take you through a wide range of
subjects - from astronauts living in space to simple experiments you can try at home. Discover how a seed grows, why things float, what
makes materials change and much more. Full of fascinating facts and important concepts that grownups and children can share and talk
about together. Includes internet links to websites with video clips, games and activities for young children to find out more about science.
Part of a series which also includes My First Outdoor Book (9781474943031) and My First Body Book (9781474915977).
Mix and match color pictures detail the various sounds made by cats, cows, owls, and more, in this instructive split cardboard concept book.
On board pages.
Learning to count from one to ten is fun as young readers match fruits with the correct number of black squares.
Is Nick Allen a troublemaker? He really just likes to liven things up at school -- and he's always had plenty of great ideas. When Nick learns
some interesting information about how words are created, suddenly he's got the inspiration for his best plan ever...the frindle. Who says a
pen has to be called a pen? Why not call it a frindle? Things begin innocently enough as Nick gets his friends to use the new word. Then
other people in town start saying frindle. Soon the school is in an uproar, and Nick has become a local hero. His teacher wants Nick to put an
end to all this nonsense, but the funny thing is frindle doesn't belong to Nick anymore. The new word is spreading across the country, and
there's nothing Nick can do to stop it.
Asks readers to match the animal featured on the top pages with the food it eats, shown on the lower half of the page. On board pages.
This engaging picture book for little children explains how the body works, covering everything from blood and bones to dreams and
digestion. Simple, friendly illustrations take you through basic body parts and processes. Discover how your heart works, what happens as
you grow up, which part of your brain controls coughing and sneezing, and more. Charming original artwork by Tony Neal featuring
friendly,colourful characters. Simple, engaging text suitable for sharing with little children. Look out for fascinating facts including how many
years of your life you will spend asleep, how many glasses the water in your body would fill and how fast your brain works compared to a
racing car.
Presents pictures of individually labeled items that are grouped into sections based on what they are, such as things that go, pets, and food.
Blast off on an exploration of our solar system--a fun space book for kids 3 to 5 Get even the smallest astronomer excited for the big universe
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of space, from the bright and burning sun to our own blue Earth to ice-capped Pluto and every planet in between. With this book, kids will
explore the entire solar system through incredible photos and fascinating facts on what makes each planet so special--like their size, distance
from the sun, what the surface is like, how many moons they have, and more! This planets for kids book includes: Big, beautiful
images?Vibrant photos will take kids deep into space and onto each planet?no telescope required. Astronomy for kids?Learn all about the
eight planets in our solar system, plus dwarf planets Ceres, Pluto, Eris, Haumea, and Makemake. Fun space facts?Did you know the bubbles
in soda are the same gas that's on Venus? Out of this world facts will keep kids glued to the page and excited to explore the sky. Show kids
the amazing universe that surrounds them with this fun and engaging astronomy book.
Alain Grée’s beautiful illustrations from the 1960s and ‘70s are known throughout the world. With their naivety of form and bold use of color,
their charm is undeniable. Part of a delightful series of books under GMC’s exciting new imprint, Button Books,My First Book of Sounds
features Alain Grée’s stunning vintage illustrations on every page. Aimed at children aged 0 to 2 years,My First Book of Sounds is a robust
board book with rounded corners and pages that wipe clean. Its vibrant pictures and large, bold text make learning about noises in the world
around them fun and absorbing for babies and toddlers.
This engaging picture book for little children is full of ideas for things to see and do outdoors. Charming illustrations cover simple activities
from bird watching to beachcombing while clear labels explain basic facts about the weather, wildlife and staying safe outdoors.
Library Friendly Edition of original- This delightful book is full of scenes of medieval castle life, from delicious feasts to life under siege.
An informative picture book that introduces young children to some of the most exciting periods of human history through a series of
engaging scenes, from a busy Stone Age camp to a bustling Roman forum and the legendary city of Timbuktu. With lots to look at and talk
about on every page. Full of rich vocabulary Part of a series which also includes 'My Very First Book About Dinosaurs' (9781409564164) and
'My Very First Book About Space' (9781409582007).

Have you learned your colors and shapes? Now it's time to learn patterns! Stripes, polka dots, plaid, chevron, and more
are featured in this first-ever patterns concept book that provides readers with the vocabulary to name what they see in
the world around them. The ten most prevalent patterns are presented first as a single element (This is a circle ...), then
as a pattern (... a lot of circles make polka dots!). Conceived by educators and illustrated in vivid candy-colored hues, this
pitch-perfect introduction to patterns will engage the artistic, mathematical, and linguistic parts of every young child's
mind.
My Very First Book of FoodPhilomel
Introduces the numbers from one to twenty and explores concepts, such as matching, sorting, and adding.
A delightful book for young children containing beautifully designed, high-contrast images. Age: 1 + the sound panel has
magical Christmas sounds, which bring the pictures to life. they include sparkly snowflakes, twittering birds on festive
branches and Santa racing across the sky in his sleigh. Age: 1 +
An introduction to the basics of good manners, from meeting and greeting people to when to say "please" and "thank
you".
Young children will love following the bus route as the animals climb on along the way to go to the funfair. Not only does
it have bright and colourful illustrations, but it also has thick cardboard wheels that really turn! Perfect for pushing it along
the floor, tables and other surfaces.
"This delightful book has lots of things to look for, spot and talk about, making it perfect for sharing with little children."
--P. [4] of cover.
Two new titles in this popular split-page board-book format from Eric Carle are full of favorite foods and bright animals,
and are lots of fun for young children. Full color.
My First Book of Colours is a gorgeously illustrated board book that takes kids through ten basic colours and words.
An informative picture book that introduces geography and planet Earth to young children. Fascinating facts about the world's deep blue
oceans, dusty deserts and lush rainforests are delivered in a friendly and approachable way. Illustrations:Full colour throughout
A collection of first aid instructions, set in rhyming verse, with illustrations.
This engaging picture book for little children is full of ideas for things to see and do outdoors. Charming illustrations cover simple activities
from bird watching to beachcombing while clear labels explain basic facts about the weather, wildlife and staying safe outdoors. Illustrations:
Full colour throughout
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